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Queen Management
Providing a healthy environment and understanding the environmental impacts on queens and their longevity

Presented by Laura Colburn
TBA Summer Clinic 2017

This Session:
• Life cycle of queens
• Nutrition for healthy queens
• Queen viability and effects of shipping and contaminated wax
• Emergency & Supercedure cells
• Swarms
• Finding queens in a hot hive
• Drones

Not This Session:
• Queen rearing
• Basic bee biology

Life Cycle of a Queen Honey Bee
Egg: 3 days
Larva: ~5 days (capped around day 8)
Pupa: ~8 days
Queen emerges around day 16
Maturation takes up to 10 days before the mating flight(s)

Environmental Impacts on Viability
Viability is the queen’s ability to lay eggs. It’s determined not only by her health, but by the health of the drones she mated with.
 Nutrition: pollen and nectar
 Wax contamination: pesticides and miticides
 Temperature extremes: travel hazards for shipped queens
 Weather at time of mating: rain and wind vssunny and calm 
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Early Nutrition for Healthy Queens
Royal Jelly Verses Bee Bread & HoneyAll larvae are fed royal jelly, which is produced in glands of nurse bees, for the first three days of that phase. After three days, worker and drone larvae are switched to a different diet of bee bread and nectar. Queen larvae are continued on a diet strictly of royal jelly.

Factoid: research at the University of Illinois shows it may be a phytochemical in the pollen that inhibits ovary development vs royal jelly that causes development, as previously believed.

Hive Nutrition for Healthy Queens: Pollen
Beyond food for larval queens, nutrition of the hive is crucial.
A hive that lacks the pollen necessary to feed developing larva or for nurse bees to process into royal jelly for all adult bees will suffer. 
Result: They may feed the larvae less, resulting in poorly developed bees, or they may feed the queen less so she lays fewer eggs. In severe shortages, nurse bees may even cannibalize larvae to turn the protein into royal jelly.

Wax Contamination
Honey Bee Labs at Texas A&M and The University of Philedelphia(among others) have conducted extensive research on the effects of chemicals in wax on both queen and drone viability.

“60% of wax contained at least one systemic pesticide.”
“98% of wax contained fluvalinate and coumaphos [even wax from treatment-free apiaries].”
“Purchased foundation wax is uniformly contaminated with fluvalinate and coumaphos.”
Source: Mullin, et al, 2010; http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0009754

These chemicals have been shown to reduce sperm viability in drones as well as causing lower levels of queen pheromones, making queens less attractive to attendants, which in turn tend to her and feed her less, causing her to lay fewer eggs (Liz Walsh, A&M Honey Bee Lab). 

Shipped Queens
USDA Honey Bee Research Lab in Maryland tracked temperature extremes in queens shipped from California, Georgia, and Hawaii to their lab in Beltsville, MA via USPS Priority or UPS Next Day.
Temperatures during transport ranged from 46 to 105. They reported a 50% reduction in sperm viability caused by the temperature extremes.
(Bee Culture Magazine, February 2016)
UPS truck temperature reached 120 degrees in the height of summer.
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Weather for Mating
Virgin queens have a limited window for mating. Most experts agree they need to take their mating flights within 10 days of emerging.
Rain, wind, and cold weather impedes their ability to fly.
A poorly mated queen will have reduced viability because she won’t have collected as much sperm.
A queen unable to take a flight at all will begin laying unfertilized eggs, and become a drone-laying queen.

Marked queen in the hive

Photo by Hial Colburn

New Queen?Four Ways it Could Happen
Supercedure: the workers have decided to replace the queen. Queen cells near the middle of a frame.
Emergency Replacement: the workers must raise a new queen because something happened to their queen. Queen cells formed anywhere open larva available. 
Swarm: the hive has become overcrowded and the workers decide to split themselves. Queen cells usually found at the bottom of a frame.
Usurpation: an invading swarm of Africanized bees infiltrates a hive and replaces the queen with their own. Notice changes in hive behavior. Look for unmarked queen.

Supercedure Queen Cell
A perfect queen cell, usually found towards the center of a frame. 
Possible causes:
 Queen is older and her pheromones are reducing
 Queen is injured
Solution:
 Let the hive raise a queen
 Remove old queen and cells and introduce a new purchased queen
Factoid: mother and daughter queensmay coexist in the same hive for sometime.Photo by Valerie Millegan
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Emergency Queen Cells
A queen cell started from larva in a worker cell when the queen is removed but not replaced. Often found in groups. Also often shorter than supercedure and swarm cells because they are bent rather than straight cells.
Emergency cells are what will be started after a split.
Risk: if larvae older than 3 days are selected, the queen will be a drone laying queen because she’s already been fed bee bread and honey.

Swarm Cells
Cells formed for the specific purpose of making new queens to reproduce through swarming. Usually found at the bottom of frames. 
Solution:
 Make a split by moving the old queen along with a frame of capped brood and open brood plus food resources.
 Less dependable solution: remove queen cells and open brood nest with foundationless frames. The sudden open space can distractwax makers and nurse bees withthe new work. (Michael Bush, Bush Bees)
Not a solution: simply removing the cells 

Usurping Queen
Queen found in a small clump of bees hanging from an existing hive.
Usurpation is a swarming characteristic of Africanized bees. An existing hive will send out a small swarm with the intent of taking over an established hive. Workers with the swarm infiltrate a few at a time to get the target hive scent on them. They spread the scent to the other bees in their swarm. 
Then they kill the queen in the target hive and escort their own queen in. 

Usurpation Swarms

Photos by Laura Colburn
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Finding the Queen in a Hot Hive
Materials for a shake out:
• A well-lit smoker with plenty of fuel
• A spray bottle of sugar syrup with a few drops of wintergreen and lemongrass oil
• Heavy gloves, full suit
• Two deep boxes and bottom boards
• Queen excluder
• A helper

Finding the Queen in a Hot Hive
Phase One
1. Place bottom boards and empty boxes behind the hive, giving yourself plenty of space to work. 
2. Working from the top box of the hive, remove and quickly scan each frame for the queen. If you don’t see her, rap the end of the frame into one empty box, then put the frame in the other empty box.
3. Continue working through the entire hive.

Finding the Queen in a Hot Hive
Phase Two
1. Place a queen excluder over the box full of bees, then stack the boxes of bee-less frames over the queen excluder.
2. Wait at least an hour. You can also smoke the entrance to drive the bees up through the excluder, but it’s not necessary.
3. Remove the boxes of frames. Most of the bees will have moved up to the frames, leaving the queen stranded below the queen excluder.

Drones: The Other Half of the Equation
Some of the factors that affect queens also affect drones: hive nutrition & wax contamination.
Drones from your bee yard will not mate with virgin queens raised in your hives, but they will mate with other area queens, affecting the overall breeding in your area.
Energy that a hive puts into raising drones takes away from honey production, but they are an important part of the superorganism. 


